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ABSTRACT 

Salesforce is comprised with the security measures for protecting your data and applications. 

You can also introduce your own security schemes that matches your organization's structure 

and needs. You and Salesforce have a shared duty to protect your data.The Salesforce security 

features allows you to empower your clients to do their jobs efficiently. 

 

 

• Salesforce Security Basics 

The security features of Salesforce helps you empower your users to do their jobs in a 

safe and effective manner. Salesforce limits data exposure to users acting upon it. 

Implement security checks which you think are sufficient for your data sensitivity. We 

will work together to protect your data against unauthorized access by your users from 

outside of your company and from inappropriate use. 

 

• Authenticate Users 

Authentication means preventing inappropriate access to the company or its data by 

making sure that any person who is logged in is whoever they say they are . 

 

• Give Users Access to Data 

One of the key decisions affecting data security is choosing the data set that each user or 

group of users could see. You need to find the right balance between restricting data 

access, thereby minimizing the risk of stolen or misused data versus the ease of 

accessing data for your users. 

 

• Monitoring Your Organization’s Security 

Track the login and domain history, monitor changes to the setup, and take event-based 

actions. 

 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.securityImplGuide.meta/securityImplGuide/overview_security.htm
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.securityImplGuide.meta/securityImplGuide/security_sharing_setup.htm
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.securityImplGuide.meta/securityImplGuide/security_feature_setup.htm
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.securityImplGuide.meta/securityImplGuide/security_monitoring.htm
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• Real-Time Event Monitoring 

Real-Time Event Tracking lets you track and identify typical Salesforce incidents in 

near to real time. The event data may be stored for audit or reporting purposes. Using 

Condition Builder – a point-and - click tool – or Apex code, you can create transaction 

security policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.securityImplGuide.meta/securityImplGuide/real_time_event_monitoring_overview.htm
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Security basics 

Global cybercrime is on the mind of every human being , considering that in our personal lives 

and at work, we use technology the whole day . In 2015, The “Verizon’s  Data  Breach 

Investigation “ has a  report estimating  the annual cost of global cybercrime at a whopping  

$100 billion.  

 

The attacking landscape is more complex than ever, and the prevention , detection, analysis, 

and response to threats has never been tougher or more crucial for security teams. 

 

By manipulating simple human behaviors, attackers have changed their methods from technical 

threats to direct assaults on employees. People in your company are now your biggest threat to 

security, because they present the easiest advantages for hackers. Every person has an effect on 

security more than ever . 

 

Basic methods used by attackers : 

• Phishing and Malware 

An attempt to obtain confidential information ( such as usernames, passwords and debit 

or credit card details ) by disguising as a trusted entity . This technique is used to trick 

users to install and access malware aimed at damaging or manipulating a device , 

computer or network. 
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• Social Engineering 

Social engineering is the art of tricking or manipulating people into participating or 

sharing sensitive information. 

 

• Exploiting Public Info 

Using information that is publicly accessible to help plan a social manipulation attack, 

hack a password login or construct a targeted phishing email. 

• Badge Surfing 

Getting into a protected area, either by following a legal badge holders in or by 

convincing the individual to let them in. 

 

• Eavesdropping 

Listening secretly in on personal discussions or private conversations . 

 

• Dumpster Diving 

Collecting recyclable materials or trash information which was not properly destroyed. 

 

• Installing Rogue Devices 

Network devices or USB thumb drives are installed where they can give a hacking 

group access to a secure system. 

 

1.1.1 Providing security guidelines  

Passwords are your defense’s first line. A password is sometimes the only thing separating you 

and the tragedy. 

 

Setting specifications for password length, history, and complexity along with many other 

values, and determine what to do if users ever forgets their password. 
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These simple success factors helps reducing in password threats, whether or not you are using 

additional technologies for extra protection, such as two-factor authentication and single sign-

on. 

 

• Change passwords often 

• Have unique passwords 

• Better having longer passwords 

• Make passwords difficult to crack 

• You would never share a password, right? 

 

A key safety practice is giving users the minimum amount of access they need to do their task. 

This is called the 'least privilege principle . 

 

1.1.2 Choosing right security settings  

 

You are automatically in your company's security group as a Salesforce administrator. Security 

is the basis of all of Salesforce 's service. In addition to protecting your data and software, you 

can also create your own security scheme customized to your organization's needs. 

Many layers of protection at Salesforce work together to keep the company secure. Your data is 

secure from unauthorized usage from outside your business and your own users always want to 

protect it from improper use. You can unlock features built into the platform to make the 

understanding as safe for your business as possible. There is no strategy or feature for security 

that is bullet proof. But shoring the introduction of these capabilities will decrease the org 's 

probability of being compromised, and may help minimize data loss even if it is. 
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Fig. 1.1 – Security settings  

 

 

 

 

• Multitenancy 

Salesforce is a multi-tenant platform: to meet the needs of several different clients, it uses a 

large pool of computing resources. Salesforce protects data from all other customer orgs 

from your org by using a unique identifier associated with the session of each user. Using 

this identifier, your subsequent requests are linked to your org when you log in to your org. 
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• Letting the Right Users In 

 

One effective way to increase the security of your Salesforce org is to allow a second 

authentication level when the users log in. Users can either respond to a Salesforce 

Authenticator Mobile App notification, or enter a code they get from their mobile device or 

a hardware token. In this way, even if the credentials of a user are breached, it is still 

possible to protect the user account. 

 

• Limiting What Users Can Do 

Several access and control layers determine "who sees what" in a Salesforce org, and "who 

can do what." If you have several Salesforce orgs, set up the controls in each and every org 

separately. 

 

• Encrypting Your Data 

Platform Encryption provides a whole new layer of protection to your information while 

maintaining critical application features. At rest, the selected data is encrypted by using an 

"advanced key derivation system". You can secure data to a more detailed level than ever 

before, and the business can adhere to privacy policies , legal standards and contractual 

commitments to treat private data with confidence. 

 

1.1.3 USING SECURITY CONFIGURATIONS 

• DASHBOARD as a security check 

You call it the Health check. Using Health Check to increase overall protection of your 

company and the ability to keep the harmful entities out. Through Health Check, you can 
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find and address flaws in the security settings, everything from one page. A review score 

indicates how well your company aligns with the suggested Salesforce norm. 

If you change the settings being less restrictive, your score will typically go down. For 

example, suppose you reduced the minimum length of your password from eight characters 

(the standard value) to five, and changed other settings on Password Policies towards less 

strict. These updates make passwords increasingly vulnerable to guesses and other brute 

force attacks from your users. 

• Identifying and fixing security risks in the Org 

How do you start to fix the security risks for your org? Initially, go to your very own org 

Health Check 

Type Health Check into the Quick Find box from Setup and then click on Health Check. 

Every other setting mentioned as a risk has a convenient Edit link which will take you to a 

page where you can modify the setting to the default. In Health Check standard values are 

listed. 

Reviewing security across multiple orgs: 

You can access security settings, threats, health check ratings, and baseline settings for 

Salesforce by using Tooling API. For verifying that multiple Salesforce applications have 

the similar level of security, you may add this data to your dashboards and security 

monitoring system. SecurityHealthCheckRisks and SecurityHealthCheck are the tooling 

API objects that you use. 

 

Above is an SOQL query’s example that gets a score of org’s Health Check and high-risk 

settings list. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DATA SECURITY 

 

2.1 Data Security: An Overview 

Selecting the set of data that can be seen by every user or group of users is one of the major 

decisions affecting the safety of your Salesforce app or org. Once your data model has been 

designed and implemented, give some consideration to what data they need to do and what 

sorts of things your users are doing. With the flexible and layered sharing model of the 

Salesforce platform, it's easy for assigning different sets of data to different user sets. You can 

maintain comfort and security, lower the risk of data being stolen or misused, and still ensure 

that all users can easily have the data they require. The framework makes it easy to determine 

which users are able to access, build, edit or remove any record or field within the application. 

You can handle access to your entire org, to a particular object, to a particular field or even to a 

single record. 

2.1.1 Levels of data access 

You can monitor which users have access to which information in your entire org, a specific 

entity, a particular area, or a single record. 

• Organization  

You can track and maintain a list of authenticated users for your entire org, establish 

password policies and restrict logins to certain locations and times. 

• Objects  

The easiest thing to monitor is accessing the data at object-level. By establishing multiple 

permissions on a specific type of object, you can prevent any record of the object from 
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being created, viewed, edited or deleted by a group of users. For instance, you can use 

object permissions for ensuring that the interviewers are able to view job applications and 

positions but not delete or modify them. 

• Fields  

Even when a user has an access to an object, you can limit access to some sensitive fields. 

For example, in a position object, you can set the income field not visible to interviewers 

and on the other hand visible to recruiters and hiring managers. 

• Records 

You can allow specific users to access an object, but then constrain the individual records 

of objects they are allowed to view. An interviewer, for an instance, can see and edit their 

own reviews but not other interviewer's reviews. There are four ways in which you can 

manage record level access. 

1. Org-Wide defaults states the default level that users have access to the other's 

records. You use the org-wide sharing settings to lock your data into the most 

restrictive stage, and then use the other security and sharing tools at the record level 

to selectively give other users accesses. 

 

2. Role Hierarchies gives users the hierarchy access in higher stage  to all records in 

the hierarchy owned by users underneath them. The role hierarchies need not have 

to fit exactly the chart of your organization. Rather, each role in the hierarchy must 

reflect the level of access to data that a user or user groups needs. 

  

3. Sharing rules are the automatic exceptions for specific groups of users to org-wide 

defaults, so they can access the records that they don't own or normally can't view. 

Sharing rules, such as the role hierarchies, are used to provide access to records for 

additional users. They can't be tighter than your default settings across your 

organization 
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4. Manual Sharing enables proprietors of specific records to share with the other 

users.  While manual sharing is not automated such as role hierarchies , org-wide 

sharing settings, or sharing rules. it may be useful in some situations, such as when a 

recruiter on holiday needs to momentarily assign someone else the ownership of a 

job application. 

 

 

Fig-2.1 :Controlling Data Access(Salesforce Platform) 
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2.1.2 Usage of Audit Trails 

Auditing provides valuable information to be able to diagnose potential security problems or 

deal with real ones. Someone within your organization should be regularly audit to detect  

potential misuse. Look for any unexpected shifts or usage patterns. 

• Record Modification Fields  

All objects contain fields that store the detail of the user who generated the record as well as  

last modified it. This provides some basic information regarding auditing. 

• Login History  

For the past six months, you can review the list of failed and successful login attempts. 

• Field History Tracking  

You can toggle on the auditing to monitor changes in the data of individual fields  

automatically. But since field-level auditing is accessible for all custom objects, it is only  

allowed by some standard objects. 

• Setup Audit Trail 

When changes to your org's configuration are made, the Setup Audit Trail is logged. 
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2.2 Data Security : Controlling Access in a Org 

 

2.2.1 Creating a User 

You could even create users from just a few clicks , even the multiple users. It's as easy  

as when you enter a alias , username and e-mail, and choosing a role, profile and license  

. Of course, there are many more options available but that will be all you need to get  

everything started. 

A password is generated automatically in Salesforce, and immediately notifies the new 

users. After logging in users can modify or insert personal information to their own. 

o Find Users | Users  in Quick Find box present in Setup 

o Click the option new user or click multiple users 

o Enter all details and click save . 

 

Fig 2.2.1 : Creating a user 
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2.2.2 Deactivating a User 

You can not delete an active user, but you can only deactivate an active account so that 

the user is not able to sign in. The users that are deactivated loses access to all 

the records. (That includes individually shared records and the records that are shared 

with them as teams.) However, you still can transfer these data to the other users and 

display the names on the Users page. 

o Use  Quick find box to go to users present in Setup 

o Click the Edit present in front of the user name  

o Before clicking the save button , uncheck the active option 

o For freezing , click the Freeze option 

 

2.2.3 Setting password Policies 

You can customize multiple settings to make sure that passwords are secure for your 

users. 

1. Setting the password and login guidelines, such as defining a time limit before 

passwords expires for the accounts, and the complexity level needed for 

passwords. 

2. Expire passwords with all the users in the org, except for the users that has 

permission for use "Password Never Expire." 

3. Password reset for authorized users. 

4. If by any chance a user is locked out because of too many login failed attempts, 

the access to the account can be unlocked by you to that user. 

   STEPS : 

o Click Password Policies in Setup by searching it on quick find box 

o Customize your settings 
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o Click Save 

 

 

Fig 2.2.3 : Password Policies 

 

2.2.4 Controlling Using IP addresses and Time 

• IP ranges 

The IP address is always cached in to your webbrowser the first time you log on to 

Salesforce. Whenever you log in from another IP address, you'll be asked to check your 

identity, generally by entering the verification code. This step can be bypassed for 

trusted IP ranges. For example , assume that your users are able to log in to accounts 

whenever they are in office, without entering the verification code. 

o Click on network access in the setup using quick find 

o Click new 
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o Enter ranges of the IP addresses 

o Click Save 

• IP address 

Salesforce does not by default constrain login access locations. If you're not doing 

anything, users can log into the org from any IP address. You can limit where users are 

able to log in. Suppose , for example, that some users should not be able to log in when 

they use the IP address outside of the office. 

o Click on Profiles in the setup using quick find 

o Click a name after selecting a profile. 

o Click Login IP Ranges 

o Click new 

o Enter ranges for starting and ending of the IP addresses 

o Click Save 

 

Fig 2.2.4 : IP ranges 

 

• Time 
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You can describe the hours with each profile whenever the users could log in. For 

instance , if you decide that your organisations's employees urgently needs to look at 

customer information when they're taking ten to six phone calls, you can do that so they 

prob won't log in during weekends and evenings. 

o Click on Profiles in the setup using quick find 

o Click a name after selecting a profile. 

o Click edit under login hours 

o Set the dates and times 

o Click Save 

 

2.2.5 Controlling Access to the Records 

a. Record-Level Security 

To accurately monitor access to the data, you can allow specific users to view particular 

fields in a specified object, but then limitting the individual records they are authorized 

to see. 

You regulate the record-level access in four different ways. They 're listed in the of 

increase in access. You will be using org-wide defaults to secure your data to its most 

restrictive stage and then, as needed, use other record-level security tools to provide 

access to specific users. 

• Org-wide defaults : Specifies the default degree that users have access to each other's 

information. 

• Role hierarchies : Ensures that the supervisors access information similar to their 

subordinates. Increasing role in the hierarchy reflects a level of access to data needed by 

a user or group of users. 

• Sharing rules : Are the automatic exceptions to the org-wide standards for different 

groups of users, to allow them access to information that they do not own or usually can 

not see. 
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• Manual Sharing : Lets the record owners offer read and modify permissions to the 

users who might not otherwise have access to the data. 

 

Fig: 2.2.5 a : Record level Access 

 

 

 

b. Sharing Org-wide 

Org-wide defaults defines the baseline level of access that the most limited user must have. 

Always use the org-wide defaults for encrypting the data, and then use the other protections and 

sharing resources at the record level (sharing rules, manual sharing and role hierarchies,) for 
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opening up the data for the users who needs it. The Object permissions specifies the default 

access level for all information within an entity. Org-wide defaults change certain permissions 

for information that a user does not own. Org-wide sharing parameters can be set individually 

for each and every object type. Org-wide defaults will never give users more access than what 

they have by their object's permission. 

Consider these questions about every object to decide about the org-wide defaults you really 

need for your app: 
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  Fig 2.2.5 b : Org-Wide Sharing 

• Who is that object's biggest restricted user? 

•  Will there ever be an instance of this object this user wouldn't be allowed to see? 

•  Will there ever be an example of this object that such a user shouldn't be authorized to 

modify? 

Response on your answers, you can established one of those settings to the sharing model 

for that object 

Private 

Only owner of the record and the users in the hierarchy above are able to view, modify and 

report these records. 

Public Read Only 

Every users can access and report on the records, but only the owner can modify them, as 

well as users above that position in the hierarchy can. 

Public Read/Write 

All users are able to access, modify and report any records 

     Controlled by Parent 

 A user can access , update or remove a record if she is able to do the same thing on the           

record it belongs to . 

 

c. Setting the Org-Wide Sharing to Defaults 

Using org-wide defaults for specifying the level of access a most restricted user must 

have on the baseline level. 

o Click on Sharing settings in the setup using quick find 
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o In Org-wide defaults area, click edit 

o Select default access for each object 

 

Fig 2.2.5 b : Org-Wide Defaults 
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2.2.6 Creating a Role Hierarchy 

Creating and Editing Roles 

The role hierarchy works in conjunction with sharing settings for determining the levels of 

access privileges to your Salesforce data. Users will view all the users ’ information in the 

Hierarchy level below them. Users needing to access a lot of data (like the executives , CEO) 

often appear close to the top of the pyramid. But role hierarchies need not fit your org's chart. 

Every other role in the hierarchy simply represents a level of information access needed by an 

user or group. 

To use hierarchies for controlling sharing access for every custom object, search Sharing 

Settings in Quick Find box present on the left side , and then select Sharing Settings. Click 

the Edit button in the Org-Wide Defaults segment. Disable Grant Access Using Hierarchies 

if you wish to prevent users from automatically trying to gain access to data controlled or 

shared throughout the hierarchies with their underlings. 

Defining a Role Hierarchy 

It's easy to incorporate a role hierarchy in the project once you get an idea about what the 

hierarchy will look like. Beginning with the org chart of the company is easiest, and then 

consolidating multiple work titles into single positions whenever possible. 

o Click on Roles in the setup using quick find 
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Fig 2.2.6a : Creating role hierarchy 

 

o Click Add Role under the company’s name 

o Select default access for each object 

o Enter the required details like label and enter access levels 

o Now click on Assign Users to role and enter the role name 

o Click Save 
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Fig 2.2.6b : Adding a Role 

 

 

2.2.7  Define Sharing Rules 

Defining a Public Group  

It's necessary to set up the correct public group before developing a sharing rule. A public 

group is a group of specific users, territories or individual roles and/or roles or territories which 

all have a similar feature with their subordinates. 
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o Click on Public groups in the setup using quick find 

o Click New 

o Insert Required information regarding public group 

 

Fig 2.2.7 : Adding a Public Group 

o Add  required personal by clicking on add 

o Click Save 

Defining a Sharing Rule 
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A sharing rule may be defined for a single public role, group or territory. For a position 

including its subordinates or for a territory including its subordinates you may also establish a 

sharing rule. 

 There already is a public community that includes every user in your company, by design. 

o Click on Sharing Settings in the setup using quick find 

o From a drop down list named as Manage sharing settings , click job 

application . 

o Select required access and defaults 

o Click Save 
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CHAPTER 3 

SESSION-BASED PERMISSION SETS AND SECURITY 

 

3.1  Session-Based Permission Sets: An Overview 

Permission sets lets you create a collection of user assignment permissions. For example, 

you can allocate the permissions for Managing Cases , Editing Case Comments, and 

Editing Activated Orders for all Supporting Managers in the org by allowing all three 

permissions in one set of permissions for convenient assignment. 

Session-based permission sets works on the same concept, but with a session-activation 

feature added. When a user logs in, and starts to communicate with another user or device, 

a computer session begins. For instance, when you verify in your workplace computer 

network, you start or trigger a session that lasts until you sign off or until the session is 

ended for another reason. 

Using session-based permission sets, one can restrict the operational access in a permission 

set to an enabled session for selecting permissions. When a session ends for any cause, 

before the user can access limited resources, a session-based permission set should be 

activated once again. 

 

3.1.1 Creating a Session-Based Permission Set 

It is simple to build a collection of session dependent permissions. Very smooth. The steps 

are in fact close to identical to any other set of permissions. The difference to this? When 

building your collection of permissions, you must pick Session Activation Required: 

Selecting the Session Activation needed indicates to Salesforce that with only an activated 

session will a permission set can get enabled. 
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Fig:3.1 Permission Set 

Steps for Creating Permission Sets : 

o Click on Permission Set in the setup using quick find 

o Click new and enter your permission sets  

o Make sure to select Session Activation Required  

o Click Save after checking license requirements 
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3.1.2 Activating Session-Based Permission Sets ( without using code ) 

Since you've built your own collection of session-based permissions, let's make them 

available. You need to provide a way to enable a session for the collection of permissions 

to make it available. If you want to get your shit done with APIs, you could do that and 

we're not going to stop you. The PermissionSet object in the API contains a property called 

HasActivationRequired, a boolean indicating whether or not the set of permissions needs 

an active session (true) linked with it. Attach a record into the SessionPermSetActivation 

object with both the session ID and permission set for the trigger to be activated. 

Actually this flow only works with one stage! You probably already have it figured though, 

that if you want to know more, Trailhead have you covered — and we encourage all to do 

so. Make sure you has permissions for continuing the accessing of the flow though! Let's 

just verify permissions rn. 

1. Go to profile. Go to Users in Setup, and pick your profile. Using of the System 

Administrator profile is more than likely to be used by you.  

2. Lookout for the option Manage Flow , and make sure that it is selected. 

Now lets get back to our precious session based permission sets flow: 

o Click on Flows in the setup using quick find 

o Click new Flows  

o After selecting Screen Flow , click on Create 

o Drag Actions from elements tab from toolbox 

o Search Activate and click on Activate Session-based Permission Set 

o Click on Done 
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Fig 3.1.2 : Session Based Permission Sets 
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3.1.3 Creating Easy access for Activation flow 

 

Using Lightning Page 

We developed a session-based permission set in earlier topics and activated it by using a 

flow and allocated the permission set to the user. If you stop here, you might have users run 

their flow to enable their own permission collection. It can be awkward though, and is not 

very user-friendly. In our case, most hiring managers may not need to operate flows, and 

may not have authorities to run these. 

You could use a simple Visualforce markup for creating a custom tab that will run your 

flow. In reality, in the past you might be using Visualforce already. But if you'd like to 

make things much easier on your own, it is recommend to use a page with the Lightning 

app. 

o Click on Lightning builder app in the setup using quick find after searching 

Builder 

o Click new and before clicking Next , Select App page 

o After entering the name Name , click on Next 

o Click Finish after selecting One Region 

o Drag into the components of Flow and enable activate contracts access 

o Activate and click Save 

o Select the Lightning Experience on the activation page 

o Click on Save and return back  
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Fig 3.1.3 : Activation Flow 
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CHAPTER 4  

IDENTITY 

 

4.1 Salesforce Identity 

Salesforce Identity lets you, at the right moment, give the right people access to appropriate 

resources. .You control and decides who can access your orgs, and who would use apps that run on 

Salesforce Platform, on-site, in other smart phones, and on clouds 

With the Salesforce Identity, you log in just once to gain the access to multiple connected apps. 

 

Fig 4.1a : Multiple apps 

 

Meaning Of Identity 
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Identity is a powerful phrase in the tech industry and has various significances depending 

on the context. Yet identity has usually come to mean providers of identification ensuring 

people are who they think they are. 

while in Salesforce we talks about digital context of user information, like who the user is 

and what the one could do in a specific context. It also might include selected features, 

such as names( first and last names) , contact’s information , or even a work title. 

 

 

 

Features of Salesforce Identity 

Identity management is an immense logistical environment and Salesforce Identity 

provides tools that tackle certain aspects of this. A well-designed implementation of 

Salesforce Identity starts with both the determination and prioritization of the features are 

appropriate for the department. Start with introducing a functionality or two. Then, in time, 

add more functionality. 

 

List of key Salesforce Identity features are : 

 

SSO(Single Sign on) : Single sign-on allows users to access all approved services without 

signing in to each one individually — even without creating (and remembering) specific 

login credentials for each program. You could connect the clients to many other Salesforce 

orgs and other clouds functioning accounts and apps. For eg, a Salesforce Identity help 

desk rep can click a connection and sign in to other apps, such as Google Apps,Playgames 

, Xbox instantly. 

 

Social Sign On: Users can log in to a Salesforce orgs with their login credentials from an 

external authentication service, such as Google or Facebook etc , using social sign-on. 

With some clicks, you can configure any of those providers. You can established other 
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services with a little bit of more effort, including Amazon or many other similar services. 

Whenever you want clients to be able to connect in to a network without creating (and 

remembering) a new login credentials, social sign-on is incredibly beneficial. Clients can 

use the Facebook or Google account to log in to a Salesforce Group. 

 

Fig 4.1a : Social Sign On 

 

Connected Apps : Connected applications tie together the Salesforce orgs, third party 

softwares, and other utilities. When a connected application is created without trying to 

implement SSO, it will act as a bookmark. Users can access the app from its drop down 

menu or launcher for apps  but often they have to log in and use this again. So customize 

them with SSO and get the most of it out like linked phones. Administrators can establish 

security policies via SSO, and have a clear control of the ones who uses what software. 

You could also use linked apps to handle mobile device security and policy. 
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Two Factors Authentication: In allowing two-factor authentication, clients, in relation to 

their login credentials, must have a secondary "factor," or proof of the identity. The other 

key factor can be an authentication code from a phone authenticator app such as Salesforce 

Authenticator which the customer gets. Or clients could have a phone message or e-mail 

passcode sent to them. For the latest model of the Salesforce Authenticator application , 

the second element could be a reply to an user ’s smartphone push notification. Two-factor 

authentication ensures that the intruder can't sign in and do damage even though an 

intruder acquires an username password. 

 

Fig 4.1b : two factor authentication 
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4.2 Knowing your identity users (in Salesforce) 

 

Employee: You and your colleagues have unique access into the Salesforce orgs as well as 

someother online resources in your business. Your firm understands you all just well and 

fine. It trusts you with useful services and information so you can create and offer its 

solutions to the company's goods. To protect this confidence, you as a Salesforce 

administrator need to make ensure how all employees are given special access. So to keep 

the company going smoothly you need to remove obstacles that make it difficult for 

workers to do their work. 

 

Customers and Partners: Some people also need accesses to the Salesforce orgs or 

groups in the company. Most of these of them are clients, or prospective clients. Others 

may be collaborators who collaborate with both companies for the good of your client. 

Your firm knows these guys not as good as the employees. You wouldn't want to offer the 

very same special access that the employees gets to clients and stakeholders, but you still 

like to make it simple for them to achieve their goals by visiting your firm online. 

 

 

The Salesforce Identity is easy and safe way. Salesforce Identity includes removing 

obstacles that hold back employees when retaining the robust security controls. some key 

advantages of Identity are: 

 

Convenience : Employees may sign it into a workspace without signing in once again, and 

login to the Salesforce org. We will only have a single username, which functions with 

both of their site and smartphone devices. You can allow them accesses to the third party 

collaboration apps and resources, such as gmail or outlook or MSoffice, by one-clicking. 
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Control : Managers and overseers may have more influence over their workers. If you 

want to have fine-grained much control over who uses how much, you can involve a 

supervisor or a manager to authorize requests from employees to connect to an app or 

product. And you could do that also, when you decide to revoke connections to an device. 

 

Security : The beauty of Salesforce Identity would be that improved security leads to 

more functionality plus greater power. Single identity origin for login details through 

company networks and the internet makes tracking and control of usage easy for both you 

and other Salesforce administrators. High redundant profiles and high malicious activities 

risk. 

 

Comparing Features : 

Almost everybody benefits from most apps. Many apps help workers or associates and 

consumers alike. Many apps are to the advantage of staff or clients and partners in 

particular. Go back to the first section, "Getting to Know the Salesforce Identity," for just a  

 

Fig 4.2 : Comparing Features 
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reality check on all of the features which makes up Salesforce Identity. 

 

4.3 Learning the Identity’s Language 

 

Identity Protocols : 

• SAML 

•  OAuth 2.0  

• OpenID Connect 

Protocol SAML : 

You sets up single sign-on ( SSO) if you want users to switch effortlessly among 

Salesforce orgs as well as apps without having to signing in frequently. Security Assertion 

Markup Language (SAML) is the protocol which allows for this. 

Watch SAML in working : 

• It is SAML in practice while you are logging into Salesforce and afterwards press 

the App Launcher to just get straight to your inbox. 

•  When people already sign in to other apps will access the Salesforce org by not 

signing in again, that's SAML in practice too. 

 

XML and SAML 

SAML protocol is based on XML , meaning that only the data packets being shared are 

described in XML. XML should be (nearly) human-understandable , and you'll get some 

insight into what's happening on. That's great news once you're struggling to figure out 

why things function efficiently.The following chart displays a section of an statement by 

 SAML. Does this sound nonsense? Look again and you'll see it's not all that bad looking. 

This includes the username information, contact number, and name details. 
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Fig 4.3a : SAML 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Protocol OAuth 2.0 : 

 

OAuth 2.0 is just an open protocol that is used for the safe sharing of data among apps. For  

one device the user functions but views the information from the other. You're signed in to 

the Salesforce app, for eg, and see your Salesforce org's data info. 

For example : 

o A smartphone device that uses OAuth to pull the contacts from the Salesforce org.  

o A Salesforce org even requires OAuth to get contacts from some other company. 
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Fig 4.3b : Example of an app requesting approval for the person to view information via 

OAuth 2.0. 

 

Protocol OpenID Connect : 

As with SAML, OpenID Connect is also an OAuth 2.0 oriented protocol that transfers 

identification information through one provider to the other. Unlike SAML, OpenID 

Connect is planned for modern social networking environment. 

The developer of the application was using the OpenID Connect protocol to allow for 

social sign-on. 
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Fig 4.3c: Open ID Connect 

 

The advantages for users of a OpenID Connect protocol is that they have been able to reduce 

the nos of different accounts, login credentials. On the contrary, developers have no need to 

own and handle password documents to authenticate one‘s users along all sites and blogs. The 

method makes it incredibly difficult for hackers to access logins. 

 

Identity and Service Providers 

SAML shares identity information between both the identification holder, named an identity 

provider (IdP), and the desired service, called a service provider, in the course of verifying the 

users. 

Service Provider : Authorized user can circulate into Salesforce with an external identifier 

provider. Salesforce is indeed a service provider throughout this case users would like to have 
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access to this service, and one‘s Identity Provider enables them to do just that. This setup of 

Salesforce is popular as the organization also already uses an Identity Provider. 

The identity provider would be one of many on the marketplace, Users sign in with an ID and 

then are routed to Salesforce (service provider). In another section, you can set up SSO as just a 

service provider within Salesforce, and also as an independent identity provider with such a 

third party client. 

 

Identity provider : Authorized customers can also migrate from Salesforce to many other 

platforms and applications. In this scenario, Salesforce serves as an Identity Provider and offers 

SSO to better connect to various service providers. 

 

SSO (SAML flow )  

SSO processing all occurs with breakneck speed, but requires a few steps. 

o The customer tries to connect to Salesforce. 

o Salesforce accepts the SSO request and then creates a SAML submission.  

o Salesforce connects the order for SAML back to app.  

o The client connects the SAML request to the provider with an external name.  

o The identity provider validates the identity of a user and bundles the statement of SAML that 

includes the authentication services. 

o The SAML statement is sent to the user by the Identity provider.  

o The client then redirects the argument to Salesforce. 

o Salesforce is checking the assertion. 

o Now, the user is logged in and can navigate Salesforce. 
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Fig 4.3d: SAML flow 

CHEAT SHEET FOR IDENTITY (Fig 4.3e) 
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CHAPTER 5 

USER AUTHENTICATION 

 

5.1 Securing User’s Identity 

 Using two factor authentication 

 It depends on two factors  

• Some users know stuff, like their password  

• Several users have downloaded something, such as a smart phone with an authenticator 

app 

 

Fig 5.1 : Two Factor Authentication 
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The second authentication element provides an additional security layer for the org. As an 

administrator, you will request it any time your users sign in. Or you can only allow this under 

such cases, such as when users sign in from an unrecognized system or attempt to access a 

highly risked program. Once users check their identity correctly using both authentication 

methods, they can enter Salesforce and begin to work. 

5.1.1 Setting Up Two Factor Authentication 

 Step 1: Search Session Settings in the quick find box and open it . make 

highly sure that two factor authentication is highly assured. 

 Step 2: Creating a user :  

o Select Users from quick box after searching 

o Select new user 

o Enter user credentials 

o Click save 

o Login as created user and reset password 

Step 3: Creating two factor authentication 

o As you are logged in as Sia , now signin as Admin 

o Select Permission Sets after searching in quickfind box 

o  Enter all details and enable two factor authentication 

o Select Save 
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Fig 5.1.1 : Creating two factor authentication 

 

  

Step 4: Assigning permission set 

o Select Manage Assignments in the detail page of permission set 

o Add assignments and select assign 
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5.2 Setting up SSO  

 SSO has many factors such as 

o You spend a little less time administering the passcodes. 

o Your workforce save resources when they're not forced to sign in to 

Salesforce directly. Have you known users would take 5–20 secs to sign 

in to an online process? Those moments are adding up. 

o Many people are using Salesforce. Users can submit links to documents 

and information from Salesforce, and their receivers can access them 

with just a single button. 

o  You could even manage the access through one place to confidential 

material. 

 

Step 1: Create an ID 

o Click Users from quick find box after searching Users 

 

Fig 5.2a : Creating ID 
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o Click Edit to the name of which you wanna create SSO for 

o Click Save 

Step 2: Set up SSO 

o In a new tab goto axiomsso.herokuapp.com 

o Select “ SAML Identity Provider and Tester “ 

o Select Single Signon Settings from Quickfind Box 

o And Fill all the necessary Settings  

o And then Select Save  

 

Fig 5.2b : Setting up SSO 

 Step 3: Linking Salesforce and identity Provider 

o Return to axiomsso.herokuapp.com 

o Select “ SAML Identity Provider and Tester “ 

o Select “ Generate SAML response” 

o Then insert following values 
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Fig 5.2c : linking Salesforce and Identity 

 

 

 

Step 4: A final check 

o Select “request SAML response” in the settings of Axiom. 

o It generates a XML response like as figure 5.2d  

o Click Login 
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Fig 5.2d: XML response 
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CONCLUSION 

1. We created an efficient process for Security Measures 

2. After security measures we were able to get a proper role hierarchy for security 

measures such as managers and employees as what data to be shared and not to be 

shared. 

3. We discussed the ways of implementing those proper security measures as by various 

methods 

4. We compared many security measures and a PaaS and SaaS 

5. We discussed the difference between employees and customer partners as the identity 

measures in between  

6. As we study forward there are many other forms of protecting Salesforce data, in this 

we only include important and basic ones 

7. We did a thorough stydy on Single Signon and Two factor authentication as these are 

mainly in high demand 

8. We studied a way of connecting various platforms with one another in sharing efficient 

data in between each other using a secure and efficient transmission. 
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